Exclusive Adventures to Uplift your Yachting Experience

Summer season 2020

SHOOTING ADVENTURE
Exclusively for YACHT OWNERS or CHARTERERS and their guests only

This experience is a great opportunity to combine classic yachting activities in
Monaco with unique gun-shooting training. Available for everyone, even for
those who never held a gun, this author’s adventure is designed to provide
you with new emotions and teach the philosophy of shooting.
Personal Value: This experience is best for those who wants to develop selfconfidence, self-control, concentration, maturity, responsibility, prompt
decision-making and goal-orientated attitudes.

Included: 3 hrs private gun-shooting in the Club du Tir de Monaco with 2
instructors, all equipment and material, selection of different firearms of different
calibres ( i.e. Steel Master - STI gun 9 mm, Glock 17, CZ Shadow II, Revolver 38 SP or
Carabine semi-auto Beretta 22lr, privatized shooting facilities 25m , 50m, In-door
tactical shooting, fruits and refreshment drinks, transfer from Port Hercules, Port
Fontvieille or Port Cap D Ail to the shooting club and back to the yacht.
References and ID might be requested for security reasons
Where: MONACO
Duration: ½ Day
Number of people: 1 -4 people
Price: 5000 € VAT excluded

UNDERWATER FARM ADVENTURE
Exclusively for YACHT OWNERS or CHARTERERS and their guests only

This diving experience is great for children and teenagers, as well as for adults,
who are interested in exploration-orientated activities.
The underwater farm is located just 10-12 m below the sea, making it available
also for not very experienced divers.
You will plunge into surreal world of unusual plants growing and learn about
alternative systems of agriculture, underwater farming technologies, selfsustainability of biospheres.
Personal Value: excellent experience for families who are cruising from South
of France to Portofino. Anchor the yacht and let yourself and your close ones to
get new experience while cruising a classic Mediterranean Itinerary.

Included: tender pick up from the yacht ( if needed), diving equipment
(if needed), diving instructor and private guide.

Where: on the way from Monaco to
Portofino
Duration: ½ Day
Number of people: 1 -4 people
Price: 4000 € VAT excluded

Organisation: the private guide comes on board and explains everything about
underwater farming (30 min), then the guests are invited to go to the site and
dive to see everything with own eyes. Possibility to taste some underwater
grown plants.

YACHTING with MARINE BIOLOGIST
Exclusively for YACHT OWNERS or CHARTERERS and their guests only

Cruise your favorite Mediterranean itinerary, but this time with a purpose. The
purpose to explore and understand the marine science. Your private marine
biologist will guide you and your guests through various experiences and
researches related to marine environment.
Personal Value: This experience is best for families who are cruising long-term.
This adventure is great to engage young generation into purposeful yachting
lifestyle. During cruise your children will be busy to collect samples and
develope simple researches, which can be a part of ongoing global researches,
do scuba diving to survey organisms, learn how to implement preservation
strategies, conduct scientific experiments, carry out environmental impact
assessments and much more.

Included: tailor-made design of scientific experiments by professional marine
biologist, every-day scheduled activities along the itinerary with your private
marine biologist, all necessary equipment
Where: Mediterranean. Worldwide.
Duration: 4 days – 10 days – 14 days
Number of people: 1 -4 people
Price: 11 000 – 35 000 € VAT excluded

Organization: the private marine biologist stays on board for the duration of
experience. Every day 3-4 hours per day are dedicated to marine exploration. For
Covid-19 safety: it is also possible to organize this experience with supervision
online, without physical presence of the marine biologist on board
Prices:
4 days – 11 000 € VAT excluded
10 days – 27 500 € VAT excluded
14 days – 35 000 € VAT excluded

UNUSUAL SEA FITNESS & WATER ELEMENT EXPERIENCE
Exclusively for YACHT OWNERS or CHARTERERS and their guests only

This author’s program serves as an opportunity to experience completely new
approaches related to physical activities at sea. The interaction between the
sea and your body is brought to another level. You will be loaded with new
ideas and practices which enrich your stay on a yacht.
Personal Value: This experience is best for active women and men, who would
like to go beyond the usual fitness activities. During one day you will learn
how to practice aerial yoga on a yacht above the sea, dancing in the sea, the
philosophy and benefits of conscious swimming and much more.
You will be able to practice it yourself for the rest of your life.

Where: Northern Italy, South of France,
Monaco
Duration: ½ - 1 Day
Number of people: 1 -4 people
Price: 4000 € VAT excluded

Included: authors methodologies to experience relationships with the sea on its
highest possible level, private instructors, all necessary equipment.
The Philosophy of Sea Swimming (theory + practice ) – 60 min
Aerial Yoga at Sea ( author’s experience) – 90 min
Dancing in the sea ( author’s experience) – 60 min
Sea Shore Fitness Masterclass – 60 min

YACHTING & SKY ADVENTURE
Exclusively for YACHT OWNERS or CHARTERERS and their guests only

This author’s experience brings you up to the sky and makes you fly like a bird
above your yacht anchored in Monaco or nearby. This adventure is for those
who value active lifestyle and want to spice up classic yachting activities. No
previous paragliding experience required.
Personal Value: The Air and the Water are two very powerful elements. To mix
activities related to both elements in one day will enrich with new sense of
enthusiasm and inner strength. Excellent experience for group of friends.
Anchor the yacht and let yourself to fly above Monaco and your yacht. New
emotions and great memories are guaranteed.

Included:

Where: Monaco
Duration: ½ Day
Number of people: 1 -4 people
Price: 4000 € VAT excluded / per group
max. 4 people

-

Inter-relationships with Air and Water elements (author’s masterclass – 30
min)

-

On-shore transfers to the event place and back to the yacht

-

Equipment

-

Paragliding instructors

-

Photos, Videos

Air
FOUR ELEMENTS
Exclusively for YACHT OWNERS or CHARTERERS and their guests only

This author’s experience is a personal journey through challenging physical activities
related to 4 elements: water, air, fire and terra. This practice will lead to enormous
personal growth as it will bring your mind and body out of the comfort zone to reach
the best version of yourself.

Fire
Terra

Four elements:
Air: altitude challenge– author’s bungee jumping experience from the highest bridge in
Europe – 182m .
Water: one of the author’s swimming practices in the sea ( in the morning) - author’s
swimming in the mountain river around 13 degrees ( after the jump)
Terra: climbing the mountain through the forest
Fire: fire performance on board of the yacht during sunset
Personal Value: to achieve a better level of consciousness, to break self-limitations in
professional or personal life, to see life from different angle, to find new approaches to
professional or private affairs or new life-meanings, to discover how fear and panic can
be transformed into powerful energy, to learn how to supply your body and mind with
the energy and power by different methods of connection and interaction with four
elements of our nature and much more.
This experience is appropriate for any person from the age of 16teen, with standard
physical activity and good health conditions. No any background in climbing is required.

Where: SAINT TROPEZ
Duration: 1 day
Number of people: 1 -4 people
Price: 9 000€ VAT excluded

Included: on-shore transfers, fees and additions for bungee jumping, beverages,
personnel and equipment to conduct the experiences, author’s methodologies

Water

YACHTING & ROYAL WELLNESS
Exclusively for YACHT OWNERS or CHARTERERS and their guests only

Unique holistic programs aboard the yacht are the best way to make your
cruising valuable for mind and body. This experience is organized by Royal
Wellness – premium holistic health and transpersonal work agency that offers
authentic wellness retreat experiences. Working for Royal Families around the
world, the agency proposes truly exceptional programs conducted by best
wellness specialists.
Personal Value: the programs are entirely personalized and designed to address
interests around burnout or stress management, mindfulness and spirituality,
weight equilibrium and detox, serenity and cheerfulness, fulfillment and
following life purpose, retreat to overcome trauma, shock or deep memory
imprints, unclicking self-limiting, improving intimate and family relationships,
overcome various forms of addiction, holistic lifestyle mentorship.

Included:

Where: Worldwide
Duration: 1 - 14 Days
Number of people: up to 6 people
Price: from 17000 € VAT excluded

- Tailor-made 1 - 14 days program with various workshops, practices,
masterclasses, treatments and experiences
- Travel and hotel accommodation for the wellness specialists
- All necessary equipment
- 24/7 access to dedicated onboard holistic doctor
- Supplements and naturopathic remedies
- On-going post retreat wellness follow up

Bring new emotions to your usual yacht cruising experience!

For bookings and details contact:
contact@experiential-yachting.com
Direct: +33622857626
Experiential Yachting – R.C.I. 12P07886, 6 Lacet Saint Leon, res. Chateau Perigord II, 98000 Monaco

About Founder & Curator
Maria Alekseenko is Monaco-based entrepreneur and yacht charter
broker with more than 10 years of experience. Maria has worked with
Bluewater Yachting and KK-Superyachts Monaco. She was one of the first
charter brokers to organise unusual yacht charters in unique destinations
around the world, including Northern Norway, Madeira, Alaska,
Antarctica and even Tanzania.
Maria is a passionate adventurer, philanthropist, board member of
Monaco Shooting Club, official Range Officer of Military Shooting
Competition MFC -Italy, sea & yachts’ conceptual art-photographer and
author-contributor in several international magazines, including Forbes
Monaco.
Her author’s experiences and adventures are designed to bring additional
value and purpose to yacht cruising and living aboard.
Contact: maria@experiential-yachting.com

